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**Abstract**

The mobile phone has been transformed into a tool for visual communication in several senses. First, some mobile phone users, such as Japanese users, frequently use pictorial icons instead of words in SMS. Not only pictorial icons but also photographs and videos are becoming increasingly integrated into mobile phone communication. Thus visual images seem to have become an important part of interpersonal communication between those who stay connected via the mobile phone. In addition, as the mobile phone becomes incorporated into personal appearance and body movement in public places, the way people use the mobile phone has become the object of both “seeing” as well as “showing” to others. In the latter regard, the mobile phone seems to be closely related to the process of fashion display.

This study aims to understand the way Japanese young people use the mobile phone as visual communication. Focus group interviews will be conducted in order to explore how and why Japanese youth use pictorial icons, photographs, and videos in mobile phone mediated messages. The interviews also examine the relationship between the mobile phone and fashion in Japanese public places. The study will be replicated with a group of U.S. young people, in order to provide a comparative perspective.

**Bio**